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A Comprehensive Approach
to Elimination of
Highly-Enriched-Uranium From
All Nuclear-Reactor Fuel Cycles

Frank von Hippel
“I would be prepared to submit to the Congress of the United States, and

with every expectation of approval, [a] plan that would . . . encourage world-wide
investigation into the most effective peacetime uses of fissionable material . . . with
the certainty that the investigators had all the material needed for the conducting
of all experiments that were appropriate.”

–President Dwight D. Eisenhower at the United Nations, Dec. 8, 1953,

Over a period of about a decade after President Eisenhower’s “Atoms for Peace” speech,
the U.S. and Soviet Union exported research reactors to about 40 countries. By the
mid-1970s, most of these reactors were fueled with weapon-useable highly-enriched
uranium (HEU), and most of those with weapon-grade uranium. In 1978, because of
heightened concern about nuclear proliferation, both countries launched programs to
develop low-enriched uranium (LEU) replacement fuel containing less than 20 percent
235U for foreign research reactors that they were supplying with HEU fuel.

By the time the Soviet Union collapsed, most of the Soviet-supplied research reactors
outside the USSR had been converted to 36% enriched uranium but the program then
stalled because of lack of funding. By the end of 2003, the U.S. program had converted
31 reactors to LEU, including 11 within the U.S. If the development of very high density
LEU fuel is successful, it appears that conversion of virtually all remaining research
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reactors with steady powers greater than 1 megawatt (MWt, thermal) could be completed
by approximately 2012. It is also technically straightforward to convert to LEU the
HEU targets used in the production of the fission product 99Mo, whose decay product
99Tc is widely used in medical procedures. However, there are political obstacles to
ending the use of HEU in research and medical-isotope-production reactors. The big 99Mo
producers are resisting conversion, and Russia has not yet committed to convert its own
research reactors. Furthermore, large classes of reactors fueled with HEU including
critical facilities, pulsed reactors, icebreaker propulsion reactors and naval reactors,
have not yet been targeted for conversion.

Most HEU-fueled reactors do not need to be converted, however. About a hundred
underutilized HEU-fueled reactors should be shut down instead, and they and about
another hundred already shutdown HEU-fueled reactors must be decommissioned. The
fresh and spent HEU fuel at these reactor sites, as well as at the sites of reactors being
converted, must be recovered and blended down to LEU. In 1996, the U.S. resumed
taking back spent U.S.-supplied HEU fuel from foreign reactors. Recovery of fresh HEU
fuel from foreign reactors supplied by the former Soviet Union began in 2002 with U.S.
financial assistance, but return to Russia of spent exported Soviet and Russian HEU
fuel is stalled.

All these slow-moving programs must be consolidated and broadened into a com-
prehensive high-priority effort to eliminate HEU from all nuclear fuel cycles, including
those of icebreaker, tritium-production and naval-propulsion reactors. Recently, there
have been signs of increasing political support within the U.S. for a more comprehensive
effort to help eliminate HEU from civilian nuclear fuel cycles worldwide. This article
provides a preliminary map of the territory that would be covered by such a program.

INTRODUCTION

In a little more than a decade following President Eisenhower’s 1953 “Atoms
for Peace” speech, the nuclear-weapon states (primarily the U.S. and Soviet
Union) exported research reactors to approximately 40 countries. Although the
reactors first exported were fueled with non-weapon-useable low-enriched ura-
nium (LEU, <20 percent 235U) fuel, desire for higher neutron fluxes and longer
fuel life, in combination with a loosening of export restrictions, resulted in a
shift to high-enriched fuel (≥20% 235U)—usually weapon-grade uranium (WgU)
containing 90 percent or more 235U.1

The U.S. and Soviet Union built even more HEU-fueled research reactors
domestically than they exported. The U.S. Department of Energy has identi-
fied 161 operating research reactors designed to use HEU fuel.2 Those in China
and the U.K. and some in France are fueled with domestically produced HEU,
and those countries each provided a small amount of HEU to fuel research reac-
tors that they have exported. Russia and the U.S. have been the dominant sup-
pliers, however. The five original nuclear-weapon states (the U.S., Russia, U.K.,
France, and China) also have other types of reactors fueled with HEU: naval
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and Russian icebreaker propulsion reactors, plutonium and tritium production
reactors, and in the past—and potentially the future—space-power reactors.
Many of these reactors have higher power ratings than most research reactors
and therefore require a larger flow of HEU fuel. In addition, HEU is used as
the target material for production of the fission product 99Mo, whose radioactive
decay product, 99Tc, is widely used in medicine.

HEU AND THE DANGER OF NUCLEAR TERRORISM

HEU, unlike plutonium, can be used to make simple nuclear explosives, such
as the one the U.S. used on Hiroshima. That weapon contained about 50 kg
of 235U in uranium with an average enrichment of about 80%.3 The neutron-
production rate in 60 kg of metallic weapon-grade (93% U-235) uranium, from
both spontaneous fission and (α,n) reactions on oxygen, is about 102 per second.
This relatively low rate makes it possible to use the simple but relatively slow
(about 10−4 second from initial criticality to full supercriticality) gun-type as-
sembly for the highly-enriched uranium weapon used in the Hiroshima bomb
with low probability of pre-initiating the neutron chain reaction. In contrast,
the neutron emission rate in 6 kg of even super-grade (2% Pu-240) plutonium
is about 105 per second,4 resulting in the requirement of a much more rapid
(10−5 sec) implosion-type assembly for the plutonium weapon that was tested
at Trinity and then used over Nagasaki.5

Although there are arguments about the likelihood of a terrorist group ac-
quiring the capability to make an implosion design, there is little argument
that it is much easier to design and produce a gun-type weapon that could be
expected to work without testing. According to Hans Bethe, “The theory of the
[gun-type] fission bomb was well taken care of by Serber [then an Assistant Pro-
fessor of physics] and two of his young people” during a Berkeley summer study
in 1942 before the bomb-design group was assembled in Los Alamos in 1943.6

South Africa designed and produced a WgU-based gun-type weapon over a
period of several years in the 1970s and a safer, more reliable design during the
1980s. In the early 1980s, the program employed about “100 people, of which
only about 40 were directly involved in the weapons program and only about
20 actually built the devices.”7

Stocks of HEU fuel at reactors and in their nuclear fuel cycles are of special
concern as potential targets for theft because they are often not so well protected
as fissile material at weapons-production facilities. In November 2001, after
the Al Qaeda attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the IAEA
warned of the possibility of nuclear terrorism, reporting that it had collected
information on 18 cases in which small amounts of HEU or plutonium had been
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stolen since 1993.8 The IAEA considers the details confidential but a number
of thefts from HEU-reactor fuel cycles in Russia were reported in the press in
the period after the breakup of the Soviet Union and before government secrecy
was reimposed. In 1992, for example, a worker at the Luch Scientific Production
Association, a nuclear-fuel manufacturing facility in Podolsk, outside Moscow,
carried out of the plant amounts of weapon-grade uranium smaller than the
measurement error of the facility’s material accounting and control system
tens of times over a period of several months. By the time he was caught as a
result of an unrelated investigation, he had accumulated 1.5 kg.9 In November
1993, submarine nuclear fuel containing 4.5 kilograms of HEU was stolen in
the middle of the night from a fuel storage facility at the Sevmorput nuclear
shipyard near Murmansk.10

According to “sources in the Russian special services,” the group of 50 heav-
ily armed Chechen terrorists that took 700 hostages in a Moscow theater in
October 2002 had considered seizing a research reactor in the nearby Kurchatov
Institute of Atomic Energy so as to be able to threaten to blow it up and conta-
minate Moscow with radioactivity.11 They could equally well have stolen HEU
fuel from one of those reactors.

Eliminating the terrorist risk stemming from the use of HEU as a nuclear-
reactor fuel has three main dimensions:

1. Collecting and disposing of both unused fresh HEU fuel and spent HEU
fuel and target material from the reactors,

2. Converting operating HEU-fueled reactors to non-weapon-usable low-
enriched uranium, and

3. Shutting down and decommissioning the huge number of HEU-fueled
reactors that are no longer needed.

Of course, it is also critically important to ensure that HEU is made as secure
as possible for as long as it continues to be present.

Below, each of the above dimensions is discussed in turn.

COLLECTING AND DISPOSING OF EXCESS FRESH HEU FUEL
AND SPENT HEU FUEL

Few research-reactor cores contain the 50 kg 235U in highly-enriched uranium
(HEU) required to make a gun-type—or even the 15–25 kg required to make a
first-generation—implosion weapon.12 According to the September 2000 edition
of the IAEA’s Nuclear Research Reactors in the World, only nine countries (in-
cluding three nonweapon states) had HEU-fueled research reactors containing
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more than 10 kg of 235U in their cores. HEU-fueled research reactors that do
have large core inventories are mostly experimental fast-neutron breeder re-
actors, critical mockups of breeder-reactor cores, or pulsed reactors used in
weapons programs (discussed below).13

Nevertheless, even HEU-fueled research reactors with relatively small core
inventories can have large on-site inventories of HEU in fresh and spent fuel.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has identified 128 “research reactors
and associated facilities possessing 20 kilograms or more HEU on site.”14 Sev-
eral cores of fresh fuel can be stored on site—especially for reactors requiring
frequent refuelings. A 10-MWt reactor operating at 80% average capacity with
35% 235U “burnup” (consumption by both fission and nonfission capture) before
fuel discharge will require makeup fuel containing 10 kg 235U per year.15 Since
the cores of these reactors typically contain between 1 and 10 kg of 235U, they
are refueled relatively frequently. Germany’s new 20 MWt FRM-2 reactor, for
example, contains only 8 kg of WgU in its core and is to be refueled five times
per year.16 There are 20 research reactors in 11 countries fueled with weapon-
grade uranium that have thermal powers greater than 10 megawatts (MWt).17

Fresh HEU. Russia has an especially large amount of excess fresh HEU at its
nuclear reactor facilities and in their fuel cycles. In 1999, therefore, the U.S. De-
partment of Energy’s Materials Protection, Control and Accounting (MPC&A)
program launched a Materials Consolidation and Conversion Initiative (MCC)
with the objective of clearing as many Russian facilities and buildings as pos-
sible of HEU. The recovered HEU is blended down to 19% enrichment at the
Luch Production Association in Podolsk and the Research Institute of Atomic
Reactors in Dmitrovgrad. The blend-down facilities are paid per kilogram of
HEU blended down and retain ownership of the resulting 19% enriched ura-
nium. Facilities that give up their HEU share in the U.S. payment. As of mid
2004, five tons of reactor HEU had been blended down and HEU was being
blended down at a rate of about two tons per year.18

DOE is interested in funding an increase in the MCC program blend-down
rate to five tons per year. The rate is limited in part by the difficult negotiations
involved in getting facilities to agree to separate themselves from their HEU,
the presence of which brings higher salaries, longer vacations and earlier retire-
ment. The program is also hampered by the lack of an umbrella government-
to-government agreement that would allow Russia’s Federal Atomic Energy
Agency (formerly MINATOM) to provide the U.S. with official information about
where the HEU is coming from.19

The U.S., Russia and the IAEA also have launched a joint program to return
to Russia both fresh and spent HEU fuel from 16 countries to which the Soviet
Union and Russia have supplied HEU fuel. 20 As of the end of June 2004, fresh
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HEU fuel containing a total of approximately 70 kg of 80% and 25 kg of 36%
enriched HEU had been returned from four countries: Serbia (August 2002),
Romania (Sept. 2003), Bulgaria (December 2003), and Libya (March 2004).21 In
an earlier operation (1998), the U.S. airlifted to the U.K. 3.5 kg of 90% enriched
fresh fuel and 0.8 kg of spent fuel from a shutdown research reactor in the
country of Georgia.22

Spent HEU fuel. Spent HEU fuel typically still contains more than 50 per-
cent of its original content of HEU. It can accumulate for decades in the cooling
ponds of research reactors. The proliferation risk grows with time as its fission-
product radioactivity dies down and the spent fuel becomes easier to handle.

From 1957 through 1992, the U.S. exported 26 metric tons of HEU for
research-reactor fuel—mostly to Euratom, Canada, and Japan. Some was re-
turned as spent fuel. As of January 1993, however, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission estimated that 17.5 tons of U.S.-origin HEU remained abroad in
51 countries.23 In 1996, as part of a policy to encourage their conversion to LEU
fuel, the U.S. agreed to take back certain types of spent fuel discharged from
foreign research reactors fueled by U.S. HEU. About 5.2 tons of HEU exported
by the U.S. to 33 countries are covered by this offer. As of Oct. 2003, spent fuel
originally containing about 1.1 tons HEU had been returned. In February 2004,
the Inspector General of the U.S. Department of Energy estimated that only
about half of the 5.2 tons covered by the take-back offer would be returned by
2009.24 However, it appears that most of the remainder is to be reprocessed
and down-blended in France or sent to a geological repository in Canada.25 Of
the remaining 12.3 tons of HEU not covered by the take-back program, approx-
imately 9.5 tons were originally shipped to France and Germany but tons were
reshipped to and from other countries.26

According to a Russian report published in 2002, 28,500 spent-fuel assem-
blies were stored at 24 Russian research reactors.27 Assuming that this spent
fuel is mostly weapon-grade uranium, it would contain tons of WgU.28 An ad-
ditional 13,000 Russian-origin spent HEU-fuel assemblies were stored at East
and West-European research reactors.29

Except for the spent Russian-origin HEU research reactor fuel retrieved
from Iraq after the 1991 Gulf War, no HEU spent fuel has been shipped back to
Russia from 20 Soviet-designed research reactors outside Russia since 1988.30

The objective of the new U.S.-Russian-IAEA collaborative agreement is to repa-
triate to Russia spent as well as fresh HEU fuel. However, the return of spent-
HEU fuel to Russia has been delayed by problems in obtaining the necessary
environmental approvals within Russia.

Russia also has huge quantities of stored spent HEU nuclear-submarine
fuel. The U.S., Norway, Germany and Japan have been assisting Russia in
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defueling and dismantling its excess nuclear submarines and increasing its
capacity to transport spent HEU fuel from its Northern and Pacific naval fleets
and its Arctic nuclear-powered icebreakers to the Mayak reprocessing facility
in the Urals.31 There the fuel is reprocessed and the HEU either recycled into
new naval fuel or diluted to LEU for recycle in power reactors.32 As of 2000,
there were an estimated 32,000 spent-fuel elements on submarines awaiting
dismantlement and an additional 32,000 in storage ships and in storage on the
Kola Peninsula.33 This spent fuel contains tens of tons of 235U.34

CONVERTING RESEARCH REACTORS TO LEU FUEL

Research and Isotope-Production Reactors Requiring Regular
Shipments of U.S.-Supplied HEU

India’s use of plutonium separated from the spent fuel of a Canada/U.S.-
provided research-reactor to make a “peaceful” nuclear explosion in 1974 spot-
lighted the proliferation vulnerabilities of the Atoms for Peace Program. This
helped stimulate the launch of the U.S. Reduced Enrichment Research and
Test Reactor (RERTR) program in 1978. The Department of Energy’s Argonne
National Laboratory outside Chicago manages this program. Its original mis-
sion was to develop substitute low-enriched fuel and targets for the foreign
reactors that the U.S. was supplying with HEU. However, the program is now
international. For example, in addition to the U.S., Argentina, Canada, China,
France, and Indonesia currently produce LEU fuels for export as well as domes-
tic use and Brazil, Chile, and South Korea are developing an export capability.
Argentina and China supplied LEU fuels to convert HEU-fueled reactors in
Iran and Pakistan respectively.

In 1992, after significant progress had been made in the development
of LEU fuels, the “Schumer amendment” (named after then Representative
Charles Schumer) required foreign reactors supplied with HEU fuel by the
U.S. to commit to convert to LEU as quickly as possible:

“The [Nuclear Regulatory] Commission may issue a license for the export of
highly enriched uranium to be used as a fuel or target in a nuclear research or test
reactor only if, in addition to any other requirement of this Act, the Commission
determines that: (1) There is no alternative nuclear reactor fuel or target enriched
in the isotope 235 to a lesser percent than the proposed export, that can be used in
the reactor; (2) The proposed recipient of that uranium has provided assurances
that, whenever an alternative nuclear reactor fuel or target can be used in that
reactor, it will use that alternative in lieu of highly enriched uranium; and (3) The
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United States Government is actively developing an alternative nuclear reactor
fuel or target that can be used in that reactor.”35

Recently, however, Russia, which does not yet apply Schumer-amendment-
type conditions to its HEU exports, has become an alternate source of HEU for
the last few HEU-fueled West European reactors.36 Also, although LEU targets
have been developed for 99Mo production and three of the smaller producers are
converting to LEU targets, in 2003, Nordion, a major Canadian medical isotope
producer joined by a U.S. company producing 99Mo in the Netherlands backed
an almost-successful effort to create a conditional exemption for HEU targets
used in foreign medical isotope-production reactors.37The 2.7-day halflife fission
product molybdenum-99 decays to 6-hour halflife technicium-99m, which emits
a 0.14 MeV decay gamma ray used for medical imaging.

In 1986, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) promulgated the
requirement that NRC-licensed reactors in the U.S. (i.e., excluding DOE and
DOD owned reactors) must convert to LEU fuel if the U.S. Government pays the
conversion costs.38 Eleven U.S. university reactors have been converted under
this program at costs ranging from $0.4 to $1.6 million per reactor. Eight other
(six university-, one company- and one DOE-owned) U.S. reactors for which
replacement fuel is available have not yet been converted because Department
of Energy funds have not been made available for the purpose. All of these
reactors have powers of about 1 MWt or less and therefore long-lived cores.39

There are also 13 foreign reactors fueled with U.S.-origin HEU that do not
have plans to convert to LEU. All are also low-power reactors with lifetime
cores. U.S. policy currently is not to pay the costs of converting foreign reactors
fueled with U.S. HEU.40

The fuel conversion approach pursued by the U.S. RERTR program has
been to try to develop LEU fuels that have the same geometry and will last as
long in reactor cores as the HEU fuel. For WgU fueled reactors, this means that
more than five times as much uranium must be squeezed into the same-sized
fuel plates: somewhat more 235U than in the HEU fuel to maintain criticality
and fuel life, plus four grams of 238U per gram of 235U to dilute the 235U down
below 20 percent enrichment.41 This is theoretically possible because HEU
fuels generally have densities of 0.5–1.7 grams of uranium per cubic centimeter
(gmU/cc)42 while metallic uranium has a density of almost 19 grams/cc. Metal-
lic uranium is not used as a fuel, however, because it swells too rapidly as
gaseous fission products accumulate within it.

Most current research-reactor fuels are made by dispersing uranium-
containing particles in an aluminum matrix. That composite material then
comprises the fuel “meat” and is covered in aluminum cladding. Thus far, the
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RERTR program has developed higher-density uranium fuels in a step-by-step
progression by increasing the uranium density of the particulate material. That
progression was interrupted around 1990 in both the U.S. and Soviet Union
due to funding limitations. By that time, the U.S. RERTR program had de-
veloped U3Si2 dispersion fuels with fuel meat densities up to 4.8 gmU/cc and
it had become possible to convert most U.S.-supplied foreign research reactors
and research reactors at U.S. universities. By 1995, 20 of 38 foreign HEU-fueled
research reactors with powers ≥1 MWt that had been consuming 70% of 350 kg
235U in U.S. HEU annually shipped abroad by the U.S., were in various stages
of conversion.43

In 1996, the U.S. RERTR program received funding from DOE to resume
the development of higher-density fuels. The most important result thus far
has been the confirmation that the swelling of irradiated metallic uranium
fuel can be reduced if the uranium is alloyed with 6–10 percent molybdenum,
which stabilizes it in the radiation-resistant gamma phase.44 This “U-Mo” alloy
has initially been used in the traditional form of small particles dispersed in
aluminum to create fuel meat with intermediate density up to 8 gmU/cc. Until
recently, the plan had been to use these fuels both to convert an additional set of
reactors and to replace the U3Si2-Al fuels that had been used to convert many
reactors to LEU.45

Prior to 2004, the RERTR program hoped to have the U-Mo dispersion fuel
commercially available “around the end of 2006.”46 However, in early 2004,
French, Russian and U.S. researchers all made public test results that showed
internal cracking and swelling of the fuel above 30–40 percent 235U burnup. The
problem does not appear to be with the U-Mo particles themselves but rather
in the interaction layer formed between them and the surrounding aluminum
matrix. The result is that the commercialization of these fuels has slipped until
at least 2010.47 Given this slippage, the U.S. Department of Energy plans to
extend the deadline of the U.S. spent-fuel take-back offer, which was not to
apply to spent fuel discharged after May 13, 2006.48

Four or five U.S., three West European reactors, and an as-yet undetermined
number of Russian reactors will require monolithic U-Mo fuel, in which the fuel
is solid U-Mo with a density of about 15.6 gmU/cc to convert to LEU.49 With
this fuel, only the German FRM-2, which was designed to use WgU in medium-
density fuel developed by the RERTR program to replace HEU fuel, still could
not be converted to LEU without changes in fuel geometry.50 With the success
of the U-Mo dispersion fuel in question, the monolithic fuel also has become a
backup for the reactors that were to be converted to the intermediate density
U-Mo dispersion fuel. The current RERTR program goal is to commercialize the
monolithic fuel by approximately 2012.51 DOE plans to spend approximately
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Figure 1: U.S. Exports of HEU, 1957–2000. (“Civilian Highly Enriched Uranium and the Fissile
Material Convention” by Alan J. Kuperman, Nuclear Power & the Spread of Nuclear
Weapons, Paul L. Leventhal, ed. (Brassey’s Inc., 2002), p. 249. Notes on the original figure;
“Sources: 1993 Nuclear Regulatory Commission report to Congress pursuant to the Energy
Policy Act of 1992, subsequent NRC export data, submissions to Nordlon Inc. to NRC, and
data provided by Transnuclear Inc. personal communications to author, January 16, 2002.
Note: Does not include 1994 export to France of surplus Fort St. Vrain HEU fuel, because this
material was required to be blended down LEU as a condition of its export.”)

$26 million on this fuel-development effort from fiscal years 2004 through 2012.
An additional $26 million is to be spent on core-conversion analyses of reactors
currently fueled with U.S. HEU, and $5 million on assisting medical-isotope
producers to convert to LEU targets.52

Figure 1 shows the decline of U.S. HEU exports since the heyday of the
Atoms for Peace program. By the end of 2003, the U.S. RERTR program had
converted worldwide 20 foreign and 11 U.S. research reactors. Seven more re-
search reactors outside the U.S. had been “partially converted.” Together, these
reactors would otherwise have consumed about 250 kg of HEU per year.

The largest part of the job remains to be done, however. The world’s remain-
ing fleet of HEU-fueled research reactors still requires an estimated 830 kg of
HEU per year (about 250 kg in U.S. reactors, 370 kg in Soviet-designed reactors
and most of the remaining 200 kg in six high-powered West European reactors
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that are today largely fueled with Russian and previously exported U.S. HEU).
Reactors that use HEU targets to produce 99Mo consume an estimated addi-
tional 85 kg/yr.53

Soviet-Designed HEU-Fueled Research Reactors
By the time Soviet Union’s RERTR program ran out of funds, just before the
collapse of the USSR in 1991, it had developed fuels dense enough to convert al-
most all the foreign research reactors that it supplied from 80% to 36% enriched
fuel. In 1996, Argonne received a grant of $1.5 million from the State Depart-
ment’s Nonproliferation and Disarmament Fund to support Russian nuclear
institutes to develop low-enriched fuel for Soviet-designed foreign reactors. In
fiscal year 2004, the U.S. DOE took over responsibility for funding this pro-
gram and currently projects spending $18 million through fiscal year 2012 on
the conversion of Soviet-designed research reactors.54

Replacement LEU fuel has been developed that could be used to con-
vert seven Soviet-designed, non-Russian reactors in Bulgaria, Germany, Libya
(2), Ukraine, and Vietnam. Twenty-one other Soviet-designed, HEU-fueled re-
search reactors in the Czech Republic (2), Kazakhstan (2), North Korea, Poland,
Russia (14), and Uzbekistan require the development of higher-density fuel be-
fore they can be converted.55 Seven of these 28 reactors are zero-power critical
assemblies that do not consume the fuel in their cores. However, in the case of
these reactors, unlike that of foreign reactors containing U.S. HEU, the U.S. is
willing to purchase replacement LEU cores if the operators are willing to allow
the HEU cores to be removed.56

The fuel assemblies of most Soviet/Russian-designed research reactors are
made of nested circular, square or hexagonal tubes with outside diameters of
up to 7 cm.57 Water flows between the tubes as well as inside the innermost
one and outside the assembly. The RERTR program is developing pin-type as
well as tube-type replacement LEU fuel.58

Russia has not yet adopted a Schumer-amendment-type policy that would
require foreign reactors that it supplies with HEU fuel to take LEU fuel as soon
as it is available. However, the U.S. has conditioned its financing of Russia’s
spent fuel take-back program on the reactors committing to convert to LEU
fuel.

DOE Secretary Abraham and Minatom Minister Rumyantsev agreed in
September 2002 to “work on accelerated development of LEU fuel for both
Soviet-designed and United States-designed research reactors.”59 However,
Minatom’s successor, the Federal Atomic Energy Agency, had as of September
2004, still not committed to support the conversion of reactors inside Russia.
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In good part this hesitation reflects concerns that the performance of the
replacement fuel will be inferior to that of HEU fuel.60 The 238U in LEU fuel
absorbs some of the neutrons from 235U fissions. This reduces the thermal neu-
tron flux. The effect is typically only on the order of 3–10 percent, however.61

For most experiments, a small flux loss should be tolerable. Reassuring Russian
reactor operators in this regard should be a high priority.

Russia also has four high-power research reactors for which the types of
fuels currently under development are unlikely to be suitable.62 If LEU fuel
is developed for the KLT-40 icebreaker reactor (see below) it might be used to
convert these reactors—or vice versa.

China, although it does not yet participate formally in the international
RERTR effort, has designed its new 60 MWt China Advanced Research Reactor
(CARR) to use LEU uranium-silicide fuel and is doing feasibility studies on
converting its 125 MWt HFETR and the 5 MWt MJTR to LEU fuel.63

Critical Assemblies and Pulsed Reactors
Even if the RERTR program completes its task, as currently defined, it will have
addressed only a part of the universe of HEU-fueled research reactors. Accord-
ing to the U.S. DOE’s count, beyond the 105 HEU-fueled research reactors that
the RERTR program would convert if funding were available (including at least
23 that do not currently plan to convert64) there are an additional 56 research
reactors that

[f]or a variety of reasons, DOE has excluded from its reactor conversion pro-
gram . . . [Some] are used for military or other purposes, such as space propulsion
that require HEU. Others are located in countries such as China that have so far
not cooperated with the United States on converting their reactors to LEU. Finally,
the time and costs associated with developing LEU fuel for some of the reactors
may exceed their expected lifetimes and usefulness.65

These are mostly “zero-power” critical assemblies and fast-burst reactors.66

Both classes of reactors have lifetime cores because they do not in their lifetimes
fission a significant fraction of their inventories of 235U.

The RERTR program thus far has ignored most such reactors because it
has, in effect, been focusing primarily on ending shipments of HEU fuel to
research reactors. The U.S. and Russia also have the greatest leverage for af-
fecting conversion of research reactors that require refueling because they can
refuse to supply HEU fuel or repatriate spent HEU fuel from reactor operators
who do not agree to convert when acceptable replacement LEU fuel has been
developed.
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There is, however, a huge amount of HEU in the cores of research reactors
that do not require refueling and are not currently targeted by the RERTR
program. Furthermore, this fuel is vulnerable to diversion because its low con-
tamination with fission products—and therefore very low radioactivity—makes
it particularly easy to remove and process.

The BFS1 and BFS2 critical assemblies in the Institute for Physics and
Power Engineering in Obninsk, Russia, are extreme examples of the security
threat posed by critical assemblies. The BFS facility which houses these critical
assemblies contains 8.7 tons of 36% and 90% enriched uranium and 0.8 tons of
plutonium—mostly in the form of about 90,000 disks 4.7-cm in diameter and
ranging in thickness from 0.06 to 0.56 cm.67 The corresponding example for
pulsed reactors is the BIGR pulsed reactor at the Institute of Experimental
Physics (VNIIEF) in Sarov, Russia, whose core contains 833 kg of 90% enriched
uranium. Conversion of such facilities would require the purchase of new fuels
that otherwise would not have been purchased.

It should be possible—and preferable—however, to decommission most crit-
ical facilities. Most of the criticality “bench-mark” experiments needed by the
computer codes used to model reactor-core behavior have been done.68 Argonne
National Laboratory’s ZPPR fast critical facility, for example, the U.S. counter-
part of Russia’s BFS facility, was shut down in 1997.69

VNIIEF has requested funding to do a study on the feasibility of converting
its BIGR and another VNIIEF pulsed reactor to LEU.70 If the results are en-
couraging, studies could be launched of the feasibility of converting pulsed reac-
tors at the other Russian, U.S., U.K. and Chinese nuclear-weapon laboratories
that have such reactors.

Tritium-Production, Icebreaker, Floating Power Plant, Naval
and Space Reactors

Even the full universe of research reactors—including the critical facilities
and pulsed power reactors that are not currently targeted for conversion—
is still only a part of a still larger universe of HEU-fueled reactors. Indeed,
the HEU consumption of tritium-production, icebreaker, naval and reactors is
much larger than that of research reactors.

Tritium-Production Reactors. The U.S. dual-purpose plutonium and tritium
production reactors at the Department of Energy’s Savannah River site were
fueled with HEU prior to their shutdown in 1989.71 With the end of the Cold
War, U.S. plutonium production was terminated. In the future, any replacement
tritium will be produced in LEU-fueled power reactors.
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Russia reportedly still operates two HEU-fueled 1000-MWt reactors at the
Mayak facility to produce tritium and other isotopes. These reactors have been
estimated to consume up to 1.5 tons of weapon-grade uranium per year—more
than the world’s fleet of research reactors.72 Converting them would therefore
be highly worthwhile.

Russia also continues to operate three plutonium-production reactors be-
cause they provide byproduct heat and electricity to regional populations. The
primary fuel of these reactors is natural uranium but they also use some
weapon-grade uranium fuel to shape the power in the reactor cores.73 The U.S.
has committed to build replacement coal-burning plants but the costs have
escalated to-reactor-production the point where the future of the project is in
question.74

Icebreaker Reactors. Russia operates 11 HEU-fueled reactors on seven
nuclear-powered icebreakers that, in the average year, collectively load HEU
fuel containing about 0.4 tons of 235U. Russia’s nuclear-reactor-production com-
plex is adapting the KLT-40 icebreaker propulsion reactor for a floating power
plant. The lead nuclear-fuel development institute, the Bochvar Institute, has
requested U.S. funding to develop LEU fuel for both the floating nuclear-power
plant and icebreaker reactors.75 A first stage in the fuel development process,
supported by the multinational International Science and Technology Center
in Moscow, was completed in 199776 but follow-on funding has not been made
available.

Naval Reactors. If the Russian Navy were so inclined, fuel developed for
Russia’s icebreakers might also be adapted to convert Russian naval-propulsion
reactors. The HEU fuel in the fuel cycle of these reactors has been a major prolif-
eration concern.77 France is shifting its naval-propulsion reactors from HEU to
LEU fuel for economic reasons. China is most likely using near-LEU fuel in its
submarine-propulsion reactors.78 India is developing a submarine-propulsion
reactor that is reportedly fueled with 30–45 percent enriched uranium.79

Brazil’s Navy stated in 2000 that, as of that time, it was committed to use
LEU for Brazil’s nuclear-submarine program.80

Converting U.S. and U.K. naval reactors to LEU would be more difficult.
French and Russian reactors are refueled every 5 to 10 years. The U.S. and U.K.,
in an effort to avoid refueling shutdowns, are moving to reactor cores designed
to last the lifetime of the ship—up to 45 years. In a 1995 report to Congress, the
Department of Energy’s Office of Naval Nuclear Propulsion asserted that the
density of the uranium in its naval-reactor fuel could not be increased and that,
therefore, if the core lifetimes were to be preserved, conversion to LEU would
require three times larger and proportionately more costly cores.81 There has
been no independent peer review of this conclusion. Since naval-reactor fuel
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designs are classified, such peer review would have to be done on a classified
basis.

For next-generation nuclear ships, reactor design as well as the fuel design
could be changed.82 If it proved necessary, new ships could also be designed
to accommodate larger cores. The tradeoffs between large cores and refueling
at 15- or 20-year intervals could also be reviewed. Although it would require
a significant commitment by senior government officials to persuade the U.S.
Navy to consider such alternatives seriously, the issue is well worth pursuing.
The flow of weapon-grade uranium through naval-reactor fuel cycles brings
with it very serious proliferation and nuclear-terrorism risks and is already
complicating nuclear arms control.83

Space Reactors. In the past, the Soviet Union and U.S. both placed low-
powered HEU-fueled reactors in earth orbit. The vast majority were launched
by the Soviet Union to power space radars to track U.S. Navy task forces. Dur-
ing the Reagan Administration, there was interest in developing reactors to
power antiballistic-missile beam weapons—inspiring the label “Star Wars.” 84

Recently, NASA has launched an effort to develop a reactor to power missions
to the outer planets—and perhaps also to shorten the flight time for humans
to Mars.85 All space reactors have been designed to be fueled with weapon-
grade uranium. Only one cursory study has been done of the weight penalty
if LEU were used instead. For fast-neutron reactors, which require uranium
fuel enriched to near 20 percent, the weight-increase factor was found to be
large.86 Weight is a major factor in the cost of a space mission. However,
a detailed study of LEU alternatives should be required before HEU fuel is
permitted.

DECOMMISSIONING EXCESS RESEARCH-REACTOR CAPACITY

Before discussing the possibility of conversion, the first question that should
be asked is whether a research reactor should be decommissioned instead?
According the IAEA, there are 275 operating research reactors worldwide.87

The official responsible for the IAEA’s research-reactor program recently es-
timated that perhaps only 30–40 research reactors will be required in the
future.88 An earlier IAEA report put it this way:

The worldwide demand for nuclear science education, training, research, tech-
nology development, and reactor services has decreased, and no longer requires
the large number of research reactors currently in operation. Consequently, many
facilities are challenged to find users for their services, or to permanently shut
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down and eventually decommission. Only reactors with special attributes (such
as a high neutron flux, a cold [neutron] source, in-core loops to simulate power re-
actor conditions) or with commercial customers (such as radioisotope production
or silicon doping) are adequately utilized.89

Between 1996 and 2000, forty-seven research reactors were shut down, while
only 12 were commissioned. This trend can be expected to continue, since most
of the world’s research reactors are over 30 years old, only seven are under
construction and only another eight are planned. The IAEA suggests that the
research-reactor community would be best served if smaller countries focused
on sharing “ ‘regional centers of excellence’ where a single reactor can serve a
number of neighboring countries.”90 The same idea of regional research reac-
tors could be implemented within large countries such as Russia and the U.S.

The IAEA has noted further, with regard to the world’s already shut down
but not decommissioned research reactors, that

It is a serious concern that many of the shut down, but not decommissioned
reactors still have fuel, both fresh and spent, at the sites. An extended delay
between final shutdown and decommissioning will affect both cost and safety at
the time of decommissioning, mainly due to the loss of experienced staff (already
ageing at the time of shut down) necessary to participate in decommissioning
activities.91

In 2000, the IAEA’s International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group urged “proper
decommissioning” of over 200 shutdown research reactors.92

Unfortunately, budgeting considerations sometimes work against shutting
down and decommissioning reactors. Although it will save funds in the long run
to decommission a reactor, it can be less costly on an annual basis to continue to
operate it or maintain it in a safe shutdown state. Decommissioning research
reactors can cost millions to tens of millions of dollars, while operating one
typically costs less than a few million dollars a year.93

It can also be difficult for nuclear institutes with shutdown research reac-
tors to obtain funding for new missions. This situation can be mitigated for a
few years if the maintenance and operating staff participates in the cleanup
process.94 For the research staff, there is also the possibility of becoming a “user
group” at another research reactor. Such arrangements are quite common in
the U.S. and Western Europe but apparently not in Russia.95 Probably the easi-
est HEU-fueled research reactors in Russia to shutdown would be at institutes
with multiple research reactors whose staffs can be combined to work at the
institute’s one or two most capable research reactors.
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Table 1: Current programs to eliminate HEU fuel use and collect spent HEU fuel.

LEU fuel development Conversion Decommissioning

Research reactors
– Unpressurized Yes (RERTR) Yes (not in Russia) Mostly no
– Pressurized No No No
– Critical facilities No (a few exceptions) No Yes (MCC)
– Pulsed reactors No No No
Icebreaker reactors No No No
Tritium prod. reactors No No No
Naval reactors by France by France Yes

CONCLUSION

Table 1 summarizes what is and is not being done to eliminate the use of HEU
fuel.

All the existing efforts would benefit from increased budgets. But high-level
political support and attention are also essential to broaden the effort and to
remove or overcome the bureaucratic obstacles to its progress.

Recently, there have been some manifestations of high-level interest within
the U.S. Government in eliminating the use of HEU in civilian nuclear re-
actors. In May 2004, the Senate added to the Defense Authorization Act for
fiscal year 2005 an amendment authorizing accelerated efforts on what is of-
ten described as a “global cleanout” of civilian weapon-useable fissile materi-
als and of radiological materials that could be used to make so-called “dirty
bombs.” Two of the listed elements of the comprehensive program outlined
were

� “The development of alternative fuels and irradiation targets based on low-
enriched uranium to convert research or other reactors fueled by highly-
enriched uranium . . . as well as the conversion of reactors and irradiation
targets employing highly-enriched uranium . . .

� “The provision of assistance in the closure and decommissioning of sites
identified as presenting risks of proliferation of proliferation-attractive fis-
sile materials . . . ”96

In submitting the amendment, Senator Domenici gave

As one example of a potential concern beyond the research reactors, the
Russian ice breakers are powered with nuclear reactors using highly enriched ura-
nium. I hope we can help to convert those reactors in the course of this program.97

The amendment included no additional funding for these programs, however.
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A week later, DOE Secretary Spencer Abraham, in Vienna, Austria, an-
nounced a “new initiative, the Global Threat Reduction Initiative (GTRI)” in
which he appeared to expand somewhat the objectives of some of the existing
DOE programs:

� “Repatriate all Russian-origin fresh HEU fuel by the end of next year [2005,
and] complete the repatriation of all Russian-origin spent fuel by 2010 . . .

� “Complete the repatriation of all U.S.-origin research reactor spent fuel
under our existing program from locations around the world within a
decade . . . [All U.S. origin fuel is not covered under the existing program.]

� “Work to convert the cores of civilian research reactors that use HEU to use
low enriched uranium fuel instead. We will do this not just in the United
States—where we are scheduled to complete core conversion by 2013—but
throughout the entire world . . . ” [All civilian research reactors are not cov-
ered under the existing program.]98

Abraham stated that the U.S. “plans to dedicate more than $450 million
to this effort which should be more than sufficient to complete the U.S.
Foreign Research Reactor Spent Fuel Return, the Russian Research Reac-
tor Fuel Return efforts and to also fund the conversion of all targeted U.S.
and Russian supplied research reactor cores under the Reduced Enrichment
for Test Research and Test Reactors (RERTR) program.” He also announced
that “we will establish a single organization within the Department of En-
ergy’s National Nuclear Security Administration to focus exclusively on these
efforts.”

Thus, although there is not yet a new plan, there appears to be a new
openness to examine the possibility of broadening the existing programs. When
the DOE was asked how much new funding it required for the new initiative
in fiscal year 2005, however, its answer was a disappointing $5 million and
the House of Representatives refused even that in the absence of a program
plan.99 Hopefully, when the DOE has developed a program plan, it will return to
Congress with a proposal to reprogram significant funding from lower-priority
programs to support the GTRI.

A significant effort is still required to develop and put into place a com-
prehensive U.S. program to help eliminate HEU in civilian nuclear fuel cycles.
Beyond that, further effort will be required to get a commitment by the Rus-
sian Government to implement such a program inside Russia. Finally, a much
greater effort still will be required to launch comprehensive programs to elim-
inate HEU from naval reactor fuel cycles.
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